CAD/CAM system for true shape nestnn and NC pronramminn of pipe cutnn machines

Purpose of Vintech Pipe
✔

a CAD/CAM system for NC pronramminn of vertcaa
cutnn on pipe cutnn machines for ogy-fueaa paasma
or aaser cutnnn

Engeneering

Nestng

Benefits from impaementaton
✔
✔
✔
✔

Considers the specific partcuaarites of various
constructons of weaded pipesa
considerabay reduces the tme needed for
constructon of pipe parts from pipe connectonsa

Vintech rPipe - aibrary for
parametricaa pipe connectons
of 2D unfoads

CAD import of 2D
Unfoads of pipes

Vintech Pipe
True shape nestnn and NC pronramminn for 2D
pipe cutnn machines

Programming
In cyaindricaa
coordinate system

in a rectannuaar
coordinate system

Robot
pronramminn

considerabay reduces the tme required for NC
pronramminn
Fig. 1: Workfoo
reduces the metaa consumpton with around 10% on averane compared to NC pronramminn
with non speciaaized systemsn

for CNC machines
with rotary agis around the
agis of the pipe

Confinuraton of Vintech Pipe
The standard bundae incaudes aicenses for:
✔ Vintech Pipe – CAM system for true shape nestnn and NC pronramminn of pipe cutnn
machinesa
✔

Library Vintech rPipe – parametric macros for pipe connectonsa

Characteristcs
✔

Quickay and easiay prepares desinn datan
◦

Creates pipe parts by enterinn dimensions or by choosinn from the Pipe baanks dataseta
assinns materiaa by a seaecton from the Materiaas dataset and input of materiaa thicknessn

◦

sets machine and processinn type by a seaecton from datasetn

◦

✔

Fig. 2: Library Vintech rPipe

Creates pipe neometry usinn the aibrary Vintech rPipe
◦ the aibrary incaudes parametric pipe macros for defininn pipe connectonsa with no need
for an egternaa CAD systema
◦
◦
◦

shows 2D neneraa arrannement sketcha a sketch of the fat patern and D imane of the
processed parta
creates structuraa eaements on the fat paterna such as saots and mountnn markerss the
fat patern takes into account the assembay type of the pipe connectona

✔

Imports pipe part neometry from CAD fiaes in DXFa DWGa SVGa ESSI and DSTV
formatn

✔

Nests pipes with on-aine controa anainst overaappinnn
◦

Vintech Pipe creates muat-pipe nestnn with diferent aennth of pipes with the
same diameter and waaa thicknessn

◦

Visuaaizes the pipe and pipe parts with their fat paternsa
mananes the project usinn joba in which pipe parts of reaevant quantty are

◦

Fig. 3: 3D pipe assembly in CAD system

Usinn the Sinnae pipe macros the system creates matrig-nested round or rectannuaar openinns on a pipe partn
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Fig. 4: Pipe parts from pipe connectons in Vintech
rPipe library
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◦
✔

Automates the creaton of cutnn technoaony
◦
◦
◦
◦

✔

addeda
nests parts interactveay usinn functonsa aike rotaton of part around its agisa agis shif and
rearrannementn

Automatcaaay nenerates cutnn pathsa Lead-Ins/uuts of inner paths and bridnes between
partsa takinn into account the resuatnn caosed contoursa
mananes interactveay path eaements such as Lead-In – Lead-uuta napa pseudo-bridnea
bridne and transiton for contnuous cutnn
when needed caacuaates the vaaue of the feed (F) for each cutnn movea in accordance to
the assinned contour cutnn veaocitya
automatcaaay creates route for inner paths in parta interactveay creates route between
separate pathsa

Generates NC pronrams and documents
◦
◦
◦
◦

Generates NC pronrams in ISu/EIAa ESSI and other command systems
aaaows pronramminn of pipe cutnn processinn in cyaindricaa or rectannuaar coordinate
systema
saves fat patern neometry of a pipe part or nestnn aayout in DXFn
nenerates specificaton and a nestnn aayout in HTML and PDFn

Fin 6: Pipe parts with hoaes in Vintech rPipe aibrary

Fig 5: True shape nestng of pipe
parts using Vintech Pipe

Fig 7: Technology and NC programming in Vintech Pipe

System requirements and aocaaizatons
The Vintech Pipe CAM system works in the environment of:
•
•

Microsof

Windows 10/7a

Linug – Ubuntu v18n04 и v19n10a in natve mode without emuaatonn

The CAM system is aocaaized in Ennaish

a Buanarian

and Russian

n

The aicense is actvated by network hardware key WIBUBog/U+n The key is instaaaed in a USB port of a aocaa computer or fiae server
in the factory's networkn The aicense of Vintech Pipe is a network aicensen The network aicense enabaes the instaaaaton of the CAM
system on muatpae workpaaces connected in a networka whiae the number of simuataneousay workinn users is equaa to the number
of owned aicensesn

VINTECH - Your partner for CNC thermaa and jet cutnn of sheet materiaa!
VINTECH is author and creator of the Vintech CAM system:
Vintech RCAM-Pro
CAM system for true shape nestnn and NC pronramminna
Vintech Pipe
CAD/CAM system for NC pronramminn of 2D pipe cutinn machinesa
Vintech NCV
System for verificaton of NC pronrams for thermaa cutnna

Vintech Duct
CAD/CAM system for parametric desinn and NC pronramminn of orders for unfoads of
fitnns of HVAC systemsa
ViNES
MES system for warehouse mananement and true shape nestnn producton

The deveaopment of Vintech CAM system is based on IT egceaaence and more than 9 years of egperience in the intenraton of efectve CNC/CAM soautonsn
We create sofware for mananinn Your future!
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